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A. Eliminating Error Accumulation

Fig. 1 shows that our proposed Outfit Generator elimi-
nates error accumulation. In this case, only baselines with
independent segmentation networks are compared. Also,
ours* is an ablation study that is trained with a segmen-
tation network and a try-on generator in two stages. The
performance of all baselines is inferior due to the wrong la-
bels in the segmentation results. In contrast, COTTON syn-
thesizes high-quality try-on results since Landmark-guided
Transformation provides accurate clothing region informa-
tion and Outfit Generator is optimized globally. Compar-
ing ours with ours*, since ours* obtains the wrong bound-
ary for clothing labels, ours* results in a wrongly darker
skirt shade. Overall, due to end-to-end global optimization,
ours gets more accurate segmentation than ours* and con-
sequently yields more visually convincing results.

Figure 1. The visual comparison for independent segmentation
network vs. end-to-end model.

B. Generalization of CLP and CSN

To alleviate the burden of annotation, we adopt a fine-
tuning strategy using pre-trained backbones and data aug-
mentation techniques. We also enforce strict clothing align-
ment, which rescales garment images to a uniform height
and width. The accuracy of CLP and CSN trained on Pure
Cotton is evaluated across datasets with each validation set
consisting of 800 labeled images. PCK@0.2 [5] normalized
by upper torso length and mIOU are picked as evaluation
metrics. CLP demonstrates consistently high performance
even in cross-dataset scenarios (from 99.95% to 97.44%).
Though CSN experiences a slight performance drop (from
0.918 to 0.878) on the Dress Code dataset, this marginal

drop does not significantly affect the overall quality of the
final try-on results.

C. Ablation study of all designed components

Table 1 shows the ablation study on Pure Cotton dataset.
The findings indicate that the proposed Landmark-guided
Transformation (LT) plays a pivotal role in enhancing
model performance. Replacing LT with alternative warp-
ing techniques leads to a substantial deterioration in per-
formance. Additionally, the inclusion of the end-to-end
Outfit Generator (OG) contributes to further improvements.
However, compared to the other components, the Clothing
Elimination Policy (CEP) shows a lower impact on model
performance. This discrepancy arises as the metrics em-
ployed are not particularly sensitive to the preservation or
lack thereof of crucial personal details.

Table 1. Ablation study of each component.

Warp CEP OG SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓

TPS ✓ 0.950 0.0460 18.33
flow ✓ 0.953 0.0368 15.19
LT ✓ 0.953 0.0349 10.47
LT ✓ 0.955 0.0374 11.49
LT ✓ ✓ 0.958 0.0315 10.17

D. Ablation Study for Warping Methods

We compare our proposed clothing warping method
with conventional learning-based warping networks, e.g.,
TPS [1], flow-based [6]. Fig. 2 shows that our approach has
a significant advantage in handling bent-arm postures and
maintaining the pattern distribution of clothing. Our crop-
and-warp step (Fig. 3 in main paper) allows us to transform
each piece of clothing independently, which results in better
performance when dealing with complex warping. Table 2
presents a comparison of SSIM, LPIPS, and FID following
the main paper setting. The results demonstrate that our LT
outperforms TPS and appearance flow-based methods.



Figure 2. Visual comparison of different warping methods.

Table 2. Quantitative comparison of warped clothes on the test set.

Method Dataset SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓

TPS 0.9259 0.105 66.11
Flow-based Pure Cotton 0.9366 0.082 48.21
Ours 0.9387 0.078 46.26

TPS 0.8624 0.173 62.20
Flow-based Dress Code 0.9264 0.098 59.55
Ours 0.9298 0.095 51.78

E. Comparisons with Methods Equipped with
Different Elimination Policies

The distinctions between our CEP and [3, 4] methods
are twofold. Firstly, CEP preserves valuable human fea-
tures. Secondly, CEP controls multi-layer clothing interac-
tion for tucked or untucked cases. Our policy is the first to
address these two challenges at once. In contrast, [3, 4] re-
generates the limbs, resulting in the loss of valuable human
features, as depicted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. [3, 4] loses bulging muscles and skin color.

F. Results with complex try-on samples

F.1. Non-Frontal and Non-standing Poses

This experiments provides more complex try-on sam-
ples. The utilized pose prediction method [2] accurately
predicts landmarks even for partially occluded regions, as
shown in the blue box in Fig. 4, enabling sleeve transforma-
tions for non-frontal postures. In severe occlusion cases, as
in the middle case, the transformation is not applied to the
occluded region due to the absence of a visible sleeve. Non-
standing poses are processed similarly, as shown in Fig. 4.

F.2. How to handle dress?

Dress can be handled in a similar manner to upper cloth-
ing with the lower clothing on the target human removed.
Fig. 4 showcases the try-on result for dress.

Figure 4. [Left] Our results with non-frontal and non-standing
poses. [Right] Our try-on result of dresses.

G. Purified Rules for Self-collected Dataset
Specifically, as Fig. 5 shown, we strictly set several rules

to filter out unsuitable data: i) the upper clothes on human
image can’t be multi-layer since the corresponding cloth-
ing image would only be one of the layers, ii) the clothes’
sleeves on human image can’t be rolled up since it would
affect model to learn wrong sleeve lengths, iii) the human
postures must present in frontal view with full body since
the input frontal clothing image does not contain the side or
back view information, etc.

Figure 5. Noisy data samples for upper clothes.

H. Limitation
Due to the limitation of segmenting special accessories

on human images, our try-on model is limited to preserve
special accessories, e.g., straps and necklaces, as shown in
Fig. 6. That is because the segmentation network is hard
to identify whether it is a design on clothes or an individ-
ual accessory. Therefore, the segmentation model is led by
the data-driven technique and may mistakenly segment the
straps and necklaces as clothing designs.



Figure 6. Our model is limited to preserve special accessories, e.g.,
straps and necklaces.
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